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Perimeter weighted DXT CamTM

String SuppressorsTM with Harmonic Dampers
Harmonic Damping System 
Double Damper Roller Guard 
SE4 Composite Limb SystemTM

SphereLockTM Pivoting Limb Lock System 
In-Line Grip
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It’s shorter. At 29 3/4”* axle-to-axle the DXT 
is terrific in tight quarters. 

It’s faster. At 322* fps the DXT gives you the perfect 
balance of speed without unwanted recoil. 

It’s lighter. At just 3.75* lbs. the DXT will be 
a welcome companion on the trek up 
the mountain or across the field. 

*Approximately

Circle 101 on Response Card
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12 Out Front in Scent Control
What keeps Greg Sesselmann driving the team at Scent-Lok
Technologies to stay out front in scent control? Part of it is a
dream he has that someday gun hunters will embrace carbon-

based scent control clothing just
as strongly as bowhunters have,
and gun season will be a calmer
contest between man and beast.
Partly it’s the responsibility he
feels to generate a good return for
two silent partners: George
Schrink who helped found the
company and Wayne Jarvis, whose
investment allowed it to recover
from a disastrous fire. Finally, it’s
clear that Sesselmann likes the
competitive aspects of American
business and enjoys finding ways
to open up more markets, like the
women’s market being tapped
with the aid of Tiffany Lakosky.

6 From The Publisher
A slowing economy could be the perfect
time to gain some ground.

8 Product Showcase
New weather-proof target faces.

24 Industry News
Mathews, Inc. earns top state award.

29 AT News & Views
Ingredients for a successful trade show.

32 Dealer Profile: Archery World
As a Marine, Joe Mallicoat has to juggle his 
responsibilities to the Corps, his  family 
and this expanding archery pro shop.

38 NEW COLUMN-NASP News
Roy Grimes on how associations aid NASP.
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40 The Best 2008 Bows for Whitetail Hunters
Bill Winke makes his choices, and explains his reasons.

48 Finding the Best in Today’s Arrow Rests
John Kasun quizzes rest designers to help you stock winners.

58 Easing the Long Haul
Mike Raykovicz explores a category you 
may have been overlooking. Find out 
different ways manufacturers have to 
help your customers get their next big 
game animal out of the woods.

68 Choosing a Business Attorney
Advice from David Williams on finding a 
lawyer before you really need one.

71 Faith Based Archery is Growing
Tim Dehn reports on the faith-based archery programs 
that were part of the ATA Archery & Bowhunting Summit.

76 Living with Your Logo
Jim Ising on how to establish or improve an important marker.

79 Recommending Target Shafts
Larry Wise on what shafts work best for different games.

82 Dealer Workbench: Setting Tournament Sights
Here’s how to get top accuracy from sights capable of just that.

93 Dealer to Dealer: Trade Show feedback
Mostly positive comments about the ATA Show in Indy.

96 Kinsey’s Dealer Show Coverage
More of Tim Dehn’s coverage will follow in the July issue.

98 Index to Product Coverage and Advertisers
Find it fast or use it to fill out the new Reader Response cards.

104 Broadhead Best Sellers
Bill Winke on what’s selling well now & what may replace them.

112 Exploring Some Key Pin
Sight Attributes
The Archery Evolution team looks
at fiber strength, brightness,
range of adjustment and how well 
these sights stand up to shock.

120 Today’s Bow Quivers
From bare-bones to elaborate, Pat
Meitin covers the field.

128 Selling More Cases
You can stock a case to protect 
just about any piece of hunting 
gear. But as John Kasun knows,
they don’t sell themselves.

136 Silks Bow Reports: Hoyt Katera, Hoyt Kobalt
& the 26.6 inch PSE X Force SS Short Draw
Jon Silks tests the hot-selling Katera and a feature-packed Hoyt
Kobalt for short draw archers. Then he interviews his young son
Michael on what it is like to shoot PSE’s pocket-sized wonder.

5

New Tracer® 
Now generating 
the most powerful 
lighted nock system.

Order Tracer Nocks today, 
call 1-888-327-8664.

Circle 259 on Response Card

Yukon 
Tracks
AV 125

Fuse 
Caldera
Quiver
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Iread a fascinating story about
Formula 1 motor racing in the
Wall Street Journal recently.

The 11 teams have annual budgets
that run into the hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars. The Malaysian
grand prix, one of 18 now held
across the globe, drew 115,000
spectators. The top cars are so evenly matched in acceleration
and top speed that passing on the straightaways is very diffi-
cult. When you get close to the car in front, its turbulence
slows you down.

So how do you move up in the pack? The driver being inter-
viewed said you stay off the brakes longer into the corner,
trusting your skill and your tires and the team who built and
prepped your car. Of course it takes a lot of nerve to stay off the
brakes when the pack around you is slowing.

That seems like a good analogy to what’s been happening in
the archery industry this year. As the economy slowed after the
ATA and all the recession talk hit the airwaves, we saw a slow-
down in marketing efforts by some companies. Maybe they’d
forgotten that bowhunting and recreational archery are fairly
affordable, time-consuming sports that generally don’t suffer
much when somebody doesn’t get an expected raise or has to
go job hunting. As retailer Joe Mallicoat pointed out as we sat
in his Washington pro shop, an avid handgun shooter can
spend as much on cartridges in a single shooting session as an
archer spends for a dozen arrows. (If you think the firearms
side of the business is suffering any, check out the SHOT Show
wrap-up in the Industry News session.)

The pain of the housing finance mess will probably cost us
all something, in taxes and inflation. But the slowing of the
general economy doesn’t have to set your business back. Stick
to what you know works, and when customers are ready to buy
this summer and fall you may just move up a spot or two in
today’s very competitive business environment. 

When do you brake? 
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